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It is very common for many companies these days to have multiple directory services organized in
their environments like many forests and domains. Although this might seem like an operational
platform, this only leads in scattering user identity information all over the different repositories from
the directory. This cases a huge challenge when attempting to set out enterprise applications to
users that exist in such directories. The best answer to this problem is really a virtual directory that
may offer a combined view of information from the many directories.

Using an article directory can help you as well as your members join multiple directories in real time
as it doesn't need you to do LDAP object duplications. Along with that, it could also merge
information that comes from LDAP directories and databases. Because of this benefit, most
organizations today canâ€™t do without a virtual directory. Having a virtual directory server enables
them to organize things better.

This also gives them ease whenever they want to change information on the main directory and
have these modifications reflected on the overall directory. It is very simple to select a virtual
directory answer provider today particularly with the many companies which are geared to address
the common concerns of organizations today. But just like purchasing any other type of products or
services, it is imperative to select a vendor very carefully and check out what they have to offer to
you.

Essentially, the most common features you should be looking for in a virtual directory is one that's
totally developed in .NET managed code which enhances the effectiveness of ADAM or Active
Directory. It should also be able to provide you with merged view of various information stores in
real time which includes databases and LDAP directories. It should also provide you with built in
auditing and compliance qualifications which will not only track but additionally store the activities
taking place in the LDAP to the SQL server database.

It should not also require you with external information source. Finally, it should also act as an LDAP
proxy which is very essential way of keeping the information secured in these environments.
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